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(And beyond. A small but growing number of J.D candidates are coming to the
Law School from overseas.)
Thc numbcr of applications for thc Law School's limited number of spaces in

The 2003 entering class
T h e r e are 406 J.D. candidates
- 102 of w h o m are summer

cach incoming class has bccn climbing steadily in recent years. This trend remains

starters - in the 2003 entering

unabatcd this ycar -by midway through last fall, the number of applications was

class, the largest L a w School

running ncarly 30 pcrccnt ahcad of the samc time the previous year.

entering class in recent memory.

And morc of thosc to whom we offcrcd admission accepted that invitation last
year. Law school applicants are comparison shoppers and all law schools experience rcjection from students who have been admitted. But last year, 35 percent of
the applicants accepted in the Law School chose to come here, up from 3 1 percent
the previous year. At 35 percent, our yield (the percentage of accepted applicants

Thirty-five percent of the accepted
applicants chose to enroll at
Michigan.
Median LSAT 167 (96 percentile)
Median Undergraduate Grade
Point Average: 3.6 (based on 4.0

who choose to enter this Law School) is better than all but a handful of other top

system)

law schools.

M e a n age: 24

This year's entering class of 406 students, the largest in recent memo?, also is
evidence of the school's attractiveness. This is especially true when you consider
that four out of five applicants, including many who are clearly academically
qualified, are rejected. (See story on page 40. )

Michigan residents: 24 percent
Minorities: 30 percent
American Indian or
Alaska Native: 3 percent
Black/African American:

In addition, anecdotal evidence from discussions among admissions professionals confirms the hard numbers: The University of Michigan Law School is
enjoying a greater attraction to applicants than many of its peer private or public
law schools in the United States.
Michigan has always been hot, of course. Michigan's quality and reputation are
longstanding. The ranks of all branches of federal and state governments hare long
been populated at the highest levels with our graduates, just as have the boards of
America's Fortunc 500 companies. Any listing of top lawyers by specialty, race,

6 percent
Hispanic/Latino: 8 percent
Asian American or
Pacific Islander: 12 percent
Women: 49 percent
The entering class also includes
45 LL.R/I. candidates w h o come
from 23 countries and six continents. Three of these students are
LL.M.1S.J.D. candidates, three are
International Tax LL.M. candidates,
and 15 are women. Among these
students are professors, lecturers,
government officials, judges, and
practitioners; their academic
interests range from international
l a w and human rights t o corporate
l a w and antitrust t o constitutional
l a w and civil procedure.
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geography, or age is well, and often disproportionatcly, rcprescntcd with Michigan
Law alumni.
If any one factor has shaped our position among providers of lcgal cducation
it is, of course, a century-old tradition of having in our midst a stellar faculty
kno\m for its scholarship and teaching expertise. Each graduate can namc onc or
two from their era who exemplified all that is great about this School. Much of
our reputation results from our outstanding Law Library of more than 941,000
volumes with its unrivalled international collection built up over much of the past
century. (See related story beginning on page 50.)
As communication and transportation shrank geographic and psychological
distances, our reputation grew beyond its early midwestern origins. Our faculty
remains unparalleled, our library among the world's finest, and vlre have continue
to be a community of people from around the globe that truly enjoys learning wi
and from each other. There is no question that the long legal battle that ended in
the U.S. Supreme Court last summer drew greater and more sustained national
attention to the University of Michigan and its Law School than ever before. And
people have liked what they have been seeing.
The accompanying charts help to track this story. The essay by Assistant Dean
and Director ofAdmissions Sarah C. Zearfoss, '92, explores the intricacies of
choosing among applicants. Interviews with students and graduates shed further
light on what makes Michigan so appealing. And, finally, Law School Studcnt Senate
President Maren Norton's tour introduces you to "a somewhat typical Wednesday"
at the Law School.
Veteran teachers likeYale Kamisar, the Clarence Darrow Distinguished
University Professor of Law, who retired last fall after teaching here since 1965,
have watched

-and

contributed to - the national standing that the Law School

enjoys. Kamisar noted in an interview last fall (see page 22) that "current students
have better credentials and morc impressive records," they work harder to find

-\--

1

internships and jobs, and that doing a clerkship or two after graduation before

launching a career in practice or teaching has become much more prevalent.
Kamisar also reported that there are many rnorc students in his classes from
beyond the Midwest than there used to be and that recent Law School graduates
cstablish practices and make homes far more widcly across the United States than

---

1%-

their predecessors did.
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"It's much more of a national law school," he said. "When I first came here,
you'd pick the top states most represented in the student body and it would be
Michigan, Ohio, Illinois, Indiana. Today it's Michigan, New York, California, New
Jersey. 1was struck by the fact that there are 50 people from California in the firstye,p class, and 30 from NewYork. So that's just one example.
"I think students now go all over the country more than they used to. In the
19608, we were very strong in places like Cleveland and Chicago; now,-more
people go to Washington, D.C., NewYork, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle,
Dallas, Houston. So I think in terms of students coming in and leaving and where
they go, it's much more of a national law school."
"I like to think that the proper conclusion to all the indi&rs

is that Michigan is

more popular than ever," says Assistant Dean and Director of Admissions Zearfoss.
As she told the law student publication Ra Gestae last fall: 'It is far better to have a
large and academically strong class than it is to be working the waiting list in late
August, begging people to join you; several of our peer schools were in the latter
position, and trust me, they weren't happy about it."

Applications by Region

Midwest

Southeast

Total Applications

By Sarah C. Zearfoss
Assistant Dean and Director of Admissions

0

ur admissions policy recognizes our history of educating many of the most accomplished
lawyers in the country -"esteemed legal practitioners, leaders of the American bar,
sigdicant contributors to legal scholarship and/or selfless contributors to the public interest"
-and makes plain our continuing commitment to admit only those who "have the potential to
follow in these traditions." Elsewhere, the policy describes our mission as a search for students
who have "substantial promise for success in law school." The overall purport of the policy is
plain: an unambiguous commitment to personal and academic excellence in our student body.
With 5,500 applications to choose among each year, the Admissions Office's task is a bit
daunting. How do we make a decision in an individual case about whether to admit or deny?
We certainly can't admit everyone who crosses a minimum threshold of having the potential
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to graduate without a serious academic

These various students are valued

UGPA than at least 100 applicants who

problem, or we wouldn't have room to

at least as highly by the faculty and by

had been denied; another nearly 30

rnove through the hallways; indeed, we

the Law School community as a whole

percent, or 103, had both lower LSAT

must deny admission t o four out of five

as those whose graded performance is

and UGPA than at least 23 and as many

of our applicants. There has, therefore, to

consistently impressive. A sound peda-

as 99 of the denied applicants. Moreover,

be some system for rationally choosing

gogical reason supports the valuing of

these enrolled students comprised a

some particularly stellar fraction of those
whom we anticipate have "substantial

variety: bringing diverse people and

racially diverse group: More than two-

viewpoints into the classroom is critical

thirds were white o r Asian, while the

promise for success." Devising such a

to the Law School's mission of serving

remainder were African American, Native

system requires coming t o grips with

as a professional training ground for a
career in a multicultural and constantly

American, or Latino.

the meaning of the "substantial promise"

In other words, our commitment t o
matriculating a class that is not merely

standard. It can't reflect simply an aspi-

changing world. It is n o surprise, then,

ration that those we admit finish with
good grades; after all, since we are not

that our office, with the freedom t o

promising and talented, but interesting

choose from among large numbers of
superbly rvell-qualified applicants, takes

and diverse, meant that half of the class

entering the Law School will necessarily

"soft variables" into account in assembling

of candidates whose scores were ligher.

end up graduating in the bottom half.

a class, rather than scrutinizing solely the

Internally and informally, we at the Law

Certainly someone whose law school
grades were low but who was an active

score data.

campus leader, or a lively classroom

cation lets us draw conclusions about
promise and potential in a number of

has the virtue of vividness, and TV-hchwe

ways. We may learn, for example, that the

initiative, and ambition these students had

applicant has a history of outperforming

demonstrated.
To some degree, though, the imagery

Lake Wobegon, 50 percent of any class

participant - and anecdotal evidence
abounds that the best classroom participants often turn out t o be modest scorers
on exams -

cannot be classed as one

of those dreaded "admissions mistakes."
What about dle graduates who have a

Nonscore information in d ~ applie

the predictions of standardzed tests,
o r we may learn that h s college career
was marred by some personal tragedy.

entering in 2001 was admitted in favor

School came t o refer t o this group as
"leapfrogers ," a shorthand t e r m which
used t o connote the abundance of energy,

implicitly validates the notion &at the
score criteria are the sole "real" measure

distinguished legal career despite not

More generally, the application "may

of "merit."To the extent the t e r m suggests

having attained an illustrious transcript?
Institutional folklore has it that at

tell us something about the applicant's
likely contributions to the intellectual

that only rarely can a few extraordinary

least one of our fanlous graduates was

and social life of the institution."There

a mediocre student at best - but no
one would wish to rescind the offer of

is, obviously, an abundance of factors in

from a numerical grid of LSAT and UGPA
that otherwise inflexibly governs our

an academic record that reveal greater

decisions, it is misleading. O u r process

academic depth than a mere number can,
such as a wide-ranging, fearless curric-

does not consist of framing a presump-

admission. O r what about the people who
succeed dramatically in one area of the

applicants persuade us t o glance away

tion based on the LSAT and UGPA, with

Law School, but not in others? A patent
law professor tells m e that solne of her

ulum, or advanced study and mastery of

a subsequent quick glance through the file

a particular subject. Equally important,

t o see if anythmg offers a rebuttal. In fact,

most intellectually alive, deep-dinking

though distinct, is the "information in an

students are not necessarily perceived
as all-stars by the rest of the faculty.

applicant's file [that] may . . . suggest that
that applicant has a perspective or esperi-

s not
the data show definitively that t h ~ is
the way the system works at all; if half the

Further, having gone back to examine

ences that \\rill contribute t o the diverse

the files of all those she has extolled t o
me (the wornan has an amazing 15-year

student body that we hope to assen~ble."

class are "leapfrogers," then l e a p f r o g e r s
are, in fact, the norm.
If we weren't fixated o n scores when
we were admitting the leapfroggers,
what, then, were we tkinking about?

memory for students who have impressed

We have gathered some interesting
and surprising data about the extent t o

her), it is undeniable that very few of her

wluch those perspectives and experi-

Going back t o those files confirmed the

favorites would have been adinitted had

ences matter in our admissions process.

initial obvious supposition: These students

our adrnissions process involved simply

Loohng at the applicants t o the class

selecting the candidates with the highest

entering in 200 1 , and comparing the

were admitted because their applications revealed them to b e exceptional o n

combination of Law School Admission

LSAT and UGPA of each student who

the basis of their "soft variables." That

Tcst (LSAT) score and undergraduate
gradc-point average (UGPA).

enrolled in 200 1 t o the list of those who

is, admitting these candidates answered

had been denied, we learned that 20

the e,uhortation of our admissions polic):

percent, o r 76 students, of an enrolled

that we seek t o admit students who \<ill

class of 362 had both lower LSAT and

contribute t o "the intellectual and social
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The charts at right reflect trends
in total applications to the Law
School from women and members of minority groups and
these groups' proportionswithin
entering classes; the four charts
at far right reflect these trends
for each of the identified groups
considered within the category
of minority groups: African
Americans, Asian Americans,
Hispanic Americans, and Native
Americans.

Female entering class
Minority entering class

Minority applicants
-

life of the institution" in ways and to a
degree that their LSAT and UGPA alone
fail to reveal.
Most compelling were the rare
students who had-overcome extraordinary obstacles that left me wondering
how they were able to stand upright, let
alone fill out law school applications and
supplement them with highly respectable LSATs and UGPAs. People had been
abandoned by their parents at young ages;
some raised themselves and siblings from
the time of their early teens. People had
been raised in extreme poverty, to the
extent that they had no running water
throughout their childhood. People had
s d e r e d serious physical disability or
chronic disease. Now, J.J. Whit9 [Robert
A. Sullivan Professor of Law James J.
White, '621 may tease me about being
a bleeding heart, but scholastic achievement in the face of these odds is, to me,
astonishing.
Other students had truly remarkable
backgrounds of community or ~ u b l i c
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service.The applicant who worked for
very low pay as an investigator for a wellregarded legal services organization, and
who evinced a high degree of motivation
to continue such service as an attorney;
the applicants who endured a high level of
personal discomfort and life disruption to
volunteer in third-world countries; and
the applicants who challenged themselves
by serving as teachers in underfunded
urban schools all stood out as outstanding
and desirable additions to the class.
Some applicants had backgrounds that
simply set them apart, and provided them
with experiences from which their fellow
students could learn. Military serviqe,
entrepreneurship, Ph.D. s and M. D.s, and
impressive athletic accomplishments all
made a difference for some applicants.
Other applicants had personal qualities
that are unusual in our applicant pool
and that we value accordingly: Some
were non-U.S. citizens whose country of
origin had sigrdcant cultural differences
from the United States; some were older,

returturGgto~schoolfor the first time in
decades; some were of ethnicities that,
while not formally mentioned in our
admissions policy, we view as important
voices -Arab American, for example, or
Hmong.
One difficulq in assessing these files
and attempting to judge, after the fact,
what might have made the difference
for an applicant, and the extent of the
difference it made, is my sense that
students' stories do not fall neatly into
discrete categories of "LSAT and UGPA
not predictive" and "likely to contribute
to social lifenand "likely to contribute
to intellectual We." For example, an
applicant who grows up in China and
1,earnsEnglish in high school might be
someone for whom we think an LSAT
score is not predictive, given the language
issues, but might also be someone whose
background we could reasonably expect
would lead him to make special contributions to both the social and the intellectual life at the Law School.

Michigan runs.on the national track
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There is, moreover, the problem of
intersectionality. This same Chinese
applicant might have grown up in
poverty, and become a student activist
during college; we have in this one
applicant, therefore, the obstacle of
socioeconomic disadvantage overcome as
well as a strong suggestion of leadership.
We must understand his achievements
in light of the extraordinary hurdles in
his path, but we are also attracted to
his demonstrated potential for leadership, and intrigued by his unique voice.
Similarly, a Ph.D. may have an extraordinary record of public service; a feminist
activist may be from the rural South
and, moreover, be a practicing Christian
Scientist; and so on. Which factor led to
admission?And which factor, had it been
absent, would have put the applicant in
the "no" pile? And mightn't the combination result in a whole that is greater than
the sum of its parts?
Finally, we are always looking for
something more than the fact of a partic-

ular experience; rather, we seek evidence
that the experience will be of value in
the classroom. If a student will not speak,
then it doesn't matter what he has to say.
If a student is inarticulate, then his interesting experiences will not advance the
classroom dialogue. We find indications
of willingness and ability to contribute in
the candidate's power of expression in his
or her personal statement and essays; in
the content of recommendation letters;
and implicitly, overall, in the care that is
taken with the application as a whole.
Admissions is an art and not a science:
Bottom-line, one candidate with certain
numbers and a certain set of experiences
might fare quite differently from another
with identical numbers and similar
background, simply because one was
persuasive and one was not. The bounds
of diversity are endless. But the concept
is real; it is not narrowly limited to
race; and it has far-reaching effect in our
admissions decisions.We are committed
to matriculating an extraordinary group

of students to the Law School every year,
and we know that "extraordinary" is not a
term we a n narrowly define.
-* #

--

Sarah C.Zearfoss, '92,s d d h a
A.B. cum laude in p ~ s h o I ~ Bkyn
~ ~ r n
M m CoFge and hwJ D+magu mim .
laudefiosn eht Low S&ol. At Mi&*,
Dean ZearJbsswas the e&mr in chigc#&e
Michigan J o w do f Interndond Law,
and authored a note on women's r i g bfor
h c h she received the Eric Stein A~~1:d.?4%ile
at the Law School, she wrrs also a recipimt of
the Henry M. Bates Mmorid Scholarship and
ofthe Robert S. Mdoran labar Law Award,
and was a member ofthe Order $the C o g
hllowing graduation. Dean Zearfoss clerked
fa the Hon.james L. Ryan ofche U S . Court
ofAppeolsjor the Sixth Circuit and then
practiced labor and employment law at Ikpper
Hamilton UP>Detroit oBce. She became
Assistant Dean and Director ofthe Admissions
OJce in March 2001.

I'
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sk Ann Landis, '03, why she chose

the University of Michgan Law
School and she'll tell you that it was a
major decision. It took a year t o make,
in fact.
Landis, who earned a bachelor's
degree in English and political science
from the University of Nebraska, wasn't
even sure she wanted to study law. With
imposing credentials, she was accepted
here but decided instead t o sample legal
studies for a year at the University of
Iowa because it cost her less to attend
there. She discovered during her year at
Iowa that she loved the law, so she transferred t o Michigan t o get "the best legal
education I could."

"Michgan's debt management
program and wide variety of classes made
it the best choice," she explained. "In
addition, Ann Arbor seemed to be a fun
place to live."
Landis, who currently is clerlung for
a state district court in Kansas, used one
of the less-traveled routes that students
take on their way to the Law School.
Many come directly from undergraduate colleges, where they've not only
compiled impressive academic credentials
but also often have been active in campus
and community activities. Others work
o r travcl for a time before enrolling,
accumulating the lifc experiences that
are so critical t o thc appropriate development and function of thc law.

Second-year law student Sam Erman
came to the Law School after earning his
degree in English at Harvard University,
where he fashioned an impressive record
of activity: "My primary undergraduate
commitment was worlung on a biweekly
undergraduate political magazine whcre
I contributed, recruited, and edited
articles and held a variety of positions. I
also participated in a fund-raising organization that promoted small, creative
projects in dcveloping countries, briefly
taught Spanish for an adult education
organization, and when home from
school voluntcered at Food Gatherers, an
excellent food rescue organization in Ann
Arbor."
Here at the Law School, he's applying
his writing and editing skills as a member
of the A4ichigan Larv Review.
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Third-year law studcnt Merrill C.
Hodnefield, on the othcr hand, enrolled
at thc Law School fivc very full years after
earning hcr bachelor's degree in anthropolo^ at Albion Collegc. Before coming
hcrc she did social work, community
volunteer work, was a factory employee
and a ~oliticalworker, even did a stint
as manager of a trailer park. (Actually,
she points out, a "manufactured home
community.")
"Everything I did in my five years
before law school made me not only have
more familiarity with the subject matter
(for instance contracts and business
organization from running a business and
working in nonprofit administration), but
more facility in learning to practice law
well," she explains.
"SO, for instance, my stint in social
work, my experiences in community
volunteering, and my own family experiences since undergrad have helped me
to recoLpize that people have special sets
of needs when dcaling with very difficult
situations. This aided me immensely in
working with clients in the clinic, in
trying to really hear them, and in helping
to parse out how I can be of most use to
them as a counselor."
The expericnces that thesc and other
students bring to the Law School are
the ingredients for an ever-changing
rcflection of thc intricacies, complexities, and cndlcss variety of the ~ l o r l d
they join after graduation. Rich, poor,
white, black, Asian American, American
Indian, Hispanic, male, female students
- all studv here togethcr. Perhaps evcn
more importantly, thev share ideas, social

and work time, and forge often lifelong
friendships in an atmosphere that safely
brings together many different people
in the common endeavor of learning law
and learning about each other.
Yes, it can be difficult to s t r u g l e with
viewpoints and opinions different from
your own. It can shake your convictions.
Even change them. O r strenLgthenthem.
Thls process is the bedrock of education.
And students appreciate the differences and variety that their classmates
bring to their lives. "It is helpful when
students draw on their real-world experience to explain how things actually occur
in practice," notes third-year lala. student
Eric J. Carsten, an Emory University
graduate in philosophv and English.
"For instance, one of my fello\v students
studving Patent Law was a chemist who
had worked at a large pharmaceutical
company. Her expertise was greatly
appreciated ."
Carsten doesn't stop there, however.
With mature insight, he adds that "when
discussing large policy issues, there is
a danger when students extrapolate
from their own limited experiences.
Anecdotal evidence, by itself, is often a
weak argument, and it is frustrating to
hear students \vho claim that because
something happened to them or to
someone they know; broad generalizations can be made."
"The Law School is a place that
encourages debatc, and even disagreement, but it also provides a safe arcna for
that competition of ideas," explains Dean
Evan Caminlzer. "We bclieve that encounters with newr ideas and different people

are critical for intellectual and ~ e r s o n a l
qrowth, and such encounters frequently
reveal that people share more than they
dispute.
"We also believe that appreciating
differences and having civil discussions,
as students here learn to do and indeed
as the legal profession demands, nil1
continue to characterize our graduates
and to prepare them for successful and
rewarding careers."
Landis, who transferred intc
School, puts it this way:
"At Michigan, I was taught, and taughl
well, the value of diversity, but it didn't
come from a classroom discussion. It
came from tallung with a classmate about
the countries she'd lived in, from being
told by another about volunteering at a
refuge for zoo animals, from learning that
one of us had written a book.
"Learning about the various areas
where people had lived, and the esperiences they had gone through, forced m e
to look at myself in a new light. Knowing
that others -people I h e \ \ . -had
done different things made me question
my life and the lines I had drawn for
myself. The world opened up."
What more could a law school ask?
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A conversation with former Deputy U.S. Attorney General

.
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Q: Do you recall your thoughts when you arrived here in 1971?
And today, what kinds of high and low points do you recall from
your three years here?Do any of your Law School experiences,
teachers, or fellow students especially stand out in your memory?
When I started law school, my thoughts were that there were so many
bright people there, and I had some doubt whether I could successfully
compete. Some of the classes were very difficult. In fact, I recall having to
withdraw from an advanced business law class because I didn't have the
requisite accounting background. On the other hand, some of the other classes
were very exciting. Professors were intellectually stimulating, challenging,
encouraging, nurturing, and most important, accessible.
Interestingly, a seminar I took on corporate criminal issues taught by
Professor Joe Vining [Harry Burns Hutchins Collegiate Professor of Law
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Joscph Vining] stimulated ibr the first

Miclzigan to pursue government legal

N o matter how well meaning we may

many of my views regarding corporate

positions. I look at it as a win-win
situation for our society, and it's good

be in our efforts, I believe, we as a society

criminal issues. I rererred to Joe's class

for the students. The students will be in

solely on the basis of race o r ethnicity as

in nly mind many times as I had t o dcal

a position t o develop professional shlls

soon as possible. More attention should

timc, and quite frankly, helped to shape

need to move beyond making decisions

xvitll the corporate scandals as Deputy
Attorney Gcneral. I think this experi-

earlier than they would otherwise, they

be paid t o socioeconomic considerations

will take a great deal of responsibility

when we talk about diversity. In a legal

ence demonstrates that a topnotch legal

quickly, and be exposed in short order

education setting, diversity of view.-

education is not only important, but it

t o professionally rewarding and chal-

points, I believe, is absolutely critical.

can be very influential in one's career and

lenging work. I t h n k lawyers owe it t o

It would be truly unfortunate If all the

professional life. I learned in dealing with

the profession t o share their practice

law students and faculty subscribe to the

the very bright people I attended school
~ v i t hmy strengths and my limitations.

experiences with other lawyers, including

same point of view, even on the issue of

Take, for example, the Case Clubs

r re cursors to the current Legal Practice
program]. I remember the Case Clubs
being unusual in that I enjoyed them and
did very well in them. And I thought t o
myself, if this is what lawyers d o when
they litigate, I'm going to be okay. That
was a great confidence builder. I recall
having many phlosophical, political, and
even legal discussions with my law school
peers.
And I h a w remained in contact with
several of my fellow law school classmates. For example, I have remained in
touch with Sara Beale, '74 (who teaches
at Duke La\v School), who impressed
me as a student and now as a top legal
scholar.

Q: Despite your very full
schedule, you have made time
in recent years to return to the
University of Michigan and the
Law School several times as a
speaker. Why? Is ihis something
you encourage other graduates to
do?
First, I really enjoy interacting ~vitll
the students. When I havc returned to

law students.

Q: A significant part of legal
education is learning to understand and respect viewpoints
different from your own. Being
a good lawyer requires a mental
agility that is enhanced by encountering many perspectives. The
recent court challenge to Law
School admissions policies focused
on racial diversity as one source of
varying perspectives, but there are
others, too. How do you view the
role of diversity in legal education?
I believe diversity in the broadest sense
possible is important t o a good legal
education. I also believe the manner in
w h c h the University handled the Grutter
and Gratz cases mias very professional.
Unllke some, the University avoided
blatant emotional appeals that n ~ o u l dnot
have served the interest of the students,
especially the minority students involved
in the litigation.
We obviously live in a diverse society,
and diversity is important to 1an;yers

is for the University of Miclugan t o have
diversity of viewpoints

- all

h d s of

legal, political, and ideological viewpoints.

Q: Indeed, how do you view the
role of diversity in legal practice
and contemporary life generally?
Notwithstanding the fact that we are a
very &.i-erse society in all h d s of ways,
successful lawyers nil1 continue t o need
to be able t o deal with people -their
clients, their colleagues - o n an in&vidual basis.

Q: If you could rewind, are there
other paths you would take or
choices you would make?
I do not think so. I've been very
fortunate in having a satisfying and
meaningful practice. I've had t o deal with
se\-era1challenging public assignments
and matters. O n the other hand, I've
also derived a great deal of satisfaction
out of helping my private clients through
difficult legal situations.

in a legal education setting as \\.ell as in
the workplace. But I believe diversity
should focus o n more than just race and

lecture in a class, I have found that the

etlmicity, although they both continue

preparation process pushed m e to think

t o be important considerations. As
one who is old enough to remember

about and organize some of the substantive issues that would be involved in

diversity. I believe the Law School leadership clearly understands how important it

state-sponsored racial discrimination, I

the lecture in ways that even helped ine
appreciate the subject matter better.

continue to believe that we have t o be
very, very careful about making decisions

Other times, I've returned t o encourage
students to enter legal careers in the

based upon racial and etlmic classifica-

public sector, especially government. I

n ~ h e nwe make decisions based on these

tions. And I'm still not convinced that

think it's very important to encourage

classifications, that we can avoid some

students at topnotch law schools like

sort of negatiw stigma being attached t o
the decision.
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By Maren R. Norton, President
L;aw S c b Z Student Senate

I

t .eemed like such a simple assignment: "Write &out Michigan Law, as p u thaw #
and live itas a shldent and as a two-tam pmsident.of'the Lnw SEh001Studcmt Smate?
How hard could that be7Yet, when I sat down to write a few ~ 9
f wes,
ate totrl- .
loss..(Sboc+ to those who b o w m e best, I'm sure.) D o wo& exist that mpawe the
essence of my whirlwind Law School &? If'they do, I armot fiml &em.So, head,
d o w me to take you on a walk m
d the Law !School.
It's a somewhat typal Wednesday at tbe Mwrsity of Michigan Law Schd.0-

Room 100 (Ho+
Auditorium),
Luir Nexh representativeis hocking b
o
w
points for using Lexis, a Law Schwl Student Senate (LSSS) member k d b g tic- F,
&e amriyal a owe en Rrty, representativesfrofrom the Latino h w Students A s s d . ~
areselling a wide array d baked gods to raise money, and stacks dthe h i t &oa of
the llrs G m e are waiting to be &bbed by the stwd& soon to emerge from class.
Shortly, Room 150 will be filled with students eagerly eating fke pizza d i e
listming to a lunchtime preaentstiod on gun rnr~mf~onaared
by thc hiaa
Constitution Society. Next door, the Christian Legal Society is hoa Notre Dam
professor for a d i d o n &legal ethics. Down tbe M,
the Bb% law SWewA b w e
isholding its weekly meeting. And, upstairs, tbe c~~ Law Sod* id
e
wo m w
date 6f officers fbr the year.
The comp~torLb in Room 200 is packed-withstudents. Most are cheekrng e-mail
be&& cbwes'whilf a few await help from computer guru cxlmordi~aie,Phil the
Computer Lab Cujr.When a computer opms up, 1 sit down ta quickly && my e-ML
MyO
ibis padred, hc110 new mensages that ;lppuredh the lqmhutei~ i n c e
L started thjs wtlL."Chey pthe s p d m m of issues md events. 'FhaR a ram.&
.
questions aad conde:rm &~utv;;uious
ofL o w S & d Me. Cbe @denkrd&mtm
lrirr coiscerns about Career Services, mother wane to kaow how w gtart at &w muha
gmup. other s t d e n t s would & an ATM iil th k School, a d ,
me ie &% d_
tbe endless lost nnd f d c=mPilG writ to the rtnwt e - M i l h v fr
aaLwtjii a+
- invitation ro 1 pregame tailgate at theT"kppa39 House ( h w
brrne to psrpdl& .'
stU4ent). Another is n respame to oa e - d survey I'm m-,
fw,tqy &&mist &q:aw
papa. S@ oaet'~we pnywtiagy-.
e m ,
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Bar Night, the monthly Blue Jeans Lecture, the Dean's Forum, and countless speakers
promising intriguing discussion and pizza over lunch. The last e-mail is from my mom
asking when I'll be home for the holidavs.
Wallung back downstairs to the basement of Legal Research, home to the student
organizations offices \\.here I spend most of my time, extends to almost an hour as
classes let out and there are lots of people to chat with. Some are headed to the Reading
Room to read for thcir next class. Others are headed to the "subs" (the underground
library) to complete cite-checking assignments for their journals. Still others are on
their way to study at one of the countless coffee shops in 4 n n ,4rbor. They are all classmates and friends who bring divcrsc experiences from all different m a l h of life, regions
of the country, countries of the world, racial and ethnic backgrounds, seses, ages,
familial attachments, political ideologies, and life philosophies.
The LSSS office is quiet mhcn I finally get there. Quiet moments in the Law School
are a rarity this year. Our victorv in the Supreme Court, a new dean, and a huge firstyear class bring rcncwed energy to the Law School. Even with low spots, such as the
difficult job market that 2Ls and many 3Ls are maneuvering through, the La~vSchool is
alive and bustling with life.
This \r.alk captures onlv a snapshot of life in the Law School. As my time here \rinds
down, I scc more than thc few gray hairs I discovered, the few pounds I lost, and the
new bags I gaincd undcr mv. eves.
.
These are merely superficial reminders of the road I've
trawled with the amazing individuals who began as classmates and have become trusted
colleagues and cherishcd friends. Fen, buildings are as spectacular as the majestic Law
Quad, but it is thc people thercin that make the University of Michigan La\\- School
truly great.
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